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Quantum physics has revealed that objects can exist in more than one location simultaneously,

even though the objects are invisible to us in all but one location, that is, parallel universes exist.

This is most blatantly revealed in the mind shattering 'double-slit' experiment and is at the core of

what is called 'the measurement problem,' in quantum physics. The results are startling, but this is

what the science is clearly showing. It is human awareness that causes matter to fix into a single

position, and reveal a single reality. The science is showing that at every moment we become aware

of our reality, the universe splits into unseen parallel dimensions and we become trapped in just one

of these many parallel realities. This is all powerful stuff but what does this mean for our lives? What

if you could learn how to access these parallel worlds that are being created? What if you could do

what many billionaires and great minds in history have done but have only hinted at. What if you

could move through parallel realities in order to achieve unfathomable greatness. Abraham Lincoln,

Albert Einstein, Michelangelo, Nikola Tesla, Isaac Newton, Alexander G. Bell, John D. Rockefeller

and many others all used this quantum mind power that is now available to you. â€œWhat this

power is I cannot say; all I know is that it exists.â€• - Alexander Graham BellThis is one of the most

powerful books you shall ever read. With research from quantum physics, psychology, biology and

behavioral epigenetics, as well as many great spiritual teachings, 'Moving Through Parallel Worlds'

will guide you on a path to achieving your grandest ambitions. The title, 'Moving Through Parallel

Worlds To Achieve Your Dreams,' is literal - based on the 'Many-Worlds Interpretation of Quantum

Mechanics,' and it is also a metaphor suggesting positive life transformation. This very night, you

shall be reading and then applying the concepts in this book, and that moment will be the starting

point of your mastery of wealth, romance, creation, and mastery of all things in the physical world. A

very readable book, 'Moving Through Parallel Worlds' draws on science and timeless wisdom, to

guide you on a path to unlimited power and enlightenment. 'Moving Through Parallel Worlds To

Achieve Your Dreams' will allow you to bridge the discontinuity in your life from the point where you

are at right now, to the point where you dream that you can be. This book shall put you into

alignment with all that you have imagined possible for yourself and shall show you a path even to

that which you may have considered impossible. This book has emerged so that you may be lifted

up, and that you may come to realize the power you have to exist in a world that is exactly as you

imagine it should be. This is your moment and this book is here, just for you. Enjoy the

journey!Quotes from Moving Through Parallel Worlds To Achieve Your Dreams:â€œIn the

'Many-Worlds Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics,' the trajectory of your life is no longer just one

straight path to an eventuality, but is instead one path of many, on an ever-branching tree of



possibilities.â€• â€œEvery conscious thought you have, every moment you spend on an idea, is a

commitment to be stuck with that idea and with aspects of that level of thinking, for the rest of your

life. Spending just 10 seconds focusing on a topic that does not serve your interests is to invest your

energy along a path that will continue to draw from you and define you.â€• â€œThe nature of the

'collapse of the wave function' is determined by our self-concept stored in the subconscious mind.

Our subconscious mind is aware of the 'many-worlds' occurring simultaneously and chooses the

reality we continue to exist in based on our self-concept.â€•
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The more I read about quantum mechanics, the more I recognize the similarities to psychology,

religion, and other methods of self help I have discovered along my journey. This book brought it all

together for me in one concise and understandable place.

Excellent book that really makes a person think and ponder reality and what it may really be and

how out thoughts may be really shaping out reality.



This a very short book, but buyer beware it is like Aikido, a very potent distilled from many things

combined into a very powerful extract! It took a long time to read because After each paragraph I

was pondering and trying to grasp every drop of knowledge that it contains.Highly recommended!

I like it very much. Really. I like this kind of scientific but simple approach. It is a great start, targeting

our logical dimension, and in addition it is excellent connected and aimed toward different kind of

understanding of our real world. The book is interesting, have different approach, and it is simple,

clear and wise from beginning to the end. I enjoy reading it. Nice :)

Quantum realities...change your thoughts and change your world.

At the beginning the concept of moving through parallel worlds sounded to me more like a

marketing gig to hook the candid reader, but as I read on I was gladly surprised by the depth of the

author's knowledge of the quantum world and its physics. I enjoyed it and learned quite a bit from it,

but that thing of IPW and NIF really put me down a little and hence I give it 4 stars.

This book changed my life, and the first half is a great explanation of physics

This book has just been the MAJOR shift in my thought Paradigm...and I got it! Everything just

Clicked, instantly. The culmination of a lot of information I have collected over years just made so

much sense. So much so that the next 12 months will have a vastly different outcome than what I

initially thought they would have before reading this book. Thank you so much Ã°ÂŸÂ‘Â•Ã°ÂŸÂ•Â¼
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